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The totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) on Z with the Ber-
noulli- measure as an initial condition, 0 <  < 1, is stationary. It is known
that along the characteristic line, the current fluctuates at an order of t1=3. The
limiting distribution has also been obtained explicitly. In this paper we determine
the limiting multipoint distribution of the current fluctuations moving away from
the characteristics by the order t2=3. The main tool is the analysis of a related
directed last percolation model. We also discuss the process limit in tandem
queues in equilibrium. © 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
1 Introduction and Result
1.1 Continuous-Time TASEP
The totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) is the simplest non-
reversible interacting stochastic particle system. In TASEP, particles are on the
lattice of integers Z with at most one particle at each site (exclusion principle).
The dynamics is defined as follows. Particles jump to the neighboring right site
with rate 1 provided that the site is empty. Jumps are independent of each other
and take place after an exponential waiting time with mean 1, which is counted
from the time instant when the right neighbor site becomes empty.
It is known that the only translation-invariant stationary measures are Bernoulli
product measures with a given density  2 Œ0; 1 (see [23]). In what follows we fix
a  2 .0; 1/ to avoid the trivial cases  D 0 (no particles) and  D 1 (all sites occu-
pied). One quantity of interest is the fluctuation of the currents of particles during
a large time t . Consider x D .12/t , the so-called characteristic line.The current
fluctuations seen from the characteristic are O.t1=3/ (in agreement with the scaling
for the two-point function established in [32]), and the limit distribution function
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has been determined (conjectured in [27] and proved in [16]; see also [4]). The
limiting distribution was first discovered in the context of a directed last passage
percolation model [3]. On the other hand, if one looks at the current along a line
different from the characteristic line, say x D ct with c ¤ 1  2, then for large
time t one just sees the Gaussian fluctuations from the initial condition on a t1=2
scale, since the dynamics generates fluctuations that are only O.t1=3/ and thus
irrelevant [15].
A nontrivial interplay between the dynamically generated fluctuations and the
one in the initial condition occurs in a region of order t2=3 around the characteristic
line. One of the main results of this paper is the determination of multipoint limits
of the current fluctuations around the characteristic x D .1  2/t C O.t2=3/ (see
Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7).
There has been a great deal of work pertaining to the limiting fluctuation of
TASEP over the last ten years since the well-known work of Johansson [18] was
published. See, for example, the review paper [14] for the limit processes that arise
from deterministic initial conditions. A recent paper [9], building on the earlier
work [7], is concerned with the situation where random and deterministic initial
conditions are both present but not stationary.
1.2 Directed Percolation Model
It is well-known that the currents of TASEP (of arbitrary initial condition) can be
expressed in terms of the last passage time of an associated directed last passage
percolation model (see, for example, [18, 27]). We first discuss the asymptotic
result of the following directed percolation model associated to stationary TASEP
[27]; see the paragraphs preceding Theorem 1.6 below for the exact relation to
stationary TASEP. Let wi;j , i; j  0, i; j 2 Z, be independent random variables
with the following distributions:
(1.1)
w0;0 D 0;
wi;0  Exp.1=.1  //; i  1;
w0;j  Exp.1=/; j  1;
wi;j  Exp.1/; i; j  1:
Here the notation X  Exp.r/ means that X is a random variable exponentially
distributed with expectation r . An upright path  from .0; 0/ to .x; y/ 2 N2 is a
sequence of points f` 2 Z2 W ` D 0; : : : ; x C yg, starting from the origin, 0 D
.0; 0/, ending at .x; y/, xCy D .x; y/, and satisfying `C1 ` 2 f.1; 0/; .0; 1/g.
Let L./ D P.i;j /2 wi;j . Then the last passage time is defined by
(1.2) G.x; y/ D max
 W.0;0/!.x;y/
L./:
We are interested in the limit distribution of the properly rescaled last passage time
of G.ŒxN ; ŒyN / in the N ! 1 limit.
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For the case of no “borders,” i.e., wi;j D 0 when i D 0 or j D 0, the limiting
distribution of G.x; y/ was first obtained in [18]. The case of “single border”
when wi;0 D 0 but w0;j D Exp.1=/, was studied in [1]. The above “double-
border” case was considered in [16, 27]. (The Poisson and geometric variations
were studied earlier in [3].) One can also consider a more general model when
wi;0  Exp.1=.12 C a// for i  1 and w0;j  Exp.1=.12 C b// for j  1, where
a; b > 1
2
. Such a model was considered in [27], and a conjecture on the limiting
distribution left in that paper was recently confirmed in [4]. For the Poisson and
geometric variations, this generalization was considered in [3] earlier when x D y.
An interesting characteristic behavior in such bordered models is the transition
phenomenon. One can imagine that the last passage time comes from the com-
petition between the contributions from the “bulk” i; j > 0 and the edges i D 0
or j D 0. See, for example, section 6 of [1] for an illustration of such heuristic
ideas. For the model (1.1), a crucial role is played by the critical direction (which






.1  /2 :
It is easy to check that along a direction other than the critical direction, the fluc-
tuations of G.ŒxN ; ŒyN / is given by Gaussian distribution on the N 1=2 scale;
see Appendix D. This situation corresponds to the Gaussian fluctuations along a
noncharacteristic line in a stationary TASEP [15] mentioned earlier.
Along the critical direction and also in a N 2=3 neighborhood of the critical di-
rection, the fluctuations of G.ŒxN ; ŒyN / are on the N 1=3 scale. Specifically, the
following, among other things, is proven in [16]. Let us set
(1.4)  WD .1  /:





.1  /2T C  2
4=3






2T   2
4=3




`.; s/ D T   2.1  2/
1=3
1  2 T




The parameter  measures the displacement of the focus with respect to the critical
line (on a T 2=3 scale). In particular, for  D 0 one looks exactly along the critical
direction. The macroscopic value of the last passage time for large T is `.; s D 0/,
while the parameter s in `.; s/ measures the amount of the fluctuations (on a T 1=3
scale) of the last passage time. Then for any fixed  2 R,
(1.6) lim
T !1
P .G.x./; y.//  `.; s// D F .s/
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for an explicit distribution function F , which satisfies F .s/ D F .s/. An anal-
ogous result was first obtained in [3] for a Poissonized version of the problem in
which F was obtained in terms of a solution to the Painlevé II equation (see (3.22)
of [3]: F .x/ D H.s C 2I ; /). Based on this result, Prähofer and Spohn con-
jectured in [27] that (1.6) holds. This conjecture was proven in [16], where the
analysis is somewhat different from [3]. This results in a different formula for F ,
expressed in terms of the Airy function (see (1.20) in [16]). It can be checked that
these two formulas do agree.
One of the main objects of study in this paper is the limit of multipoint distribu-
tion G.xj ; yj /, j D 1; : : : ; m. The limit of the process for the no-border case was
first obtained in [20] following the earlier work of [28] on the Poissonized version
of the model. The limit of the process for the double-border case was considered in
[10] for the model when w0;0  Exp.1=.a C b// and wi;0  Exp.1=.12 C a// for
i  1, w0;j  Exp.1=.12 C b// for j  1 when .a; b/ 2 .12 ; 12/ and a C b > 0.
Note that when a D b D 1
2
 , the random variable w0;0 becomes singular
in this model: the restriction w0;0 D 0 is significant in connection to stationary
TASEP.
The geometric counterpart of the model (1.1) was studied earlier by Imamura
and Sasamoto [17]. Denoting by Geom.q/ a random variable with the probabil-
ity mass function .1  q/qk , k D 0; 1; : : : , the authors of [17] considered the
model (1.1) where w0;0 D 0, wi;0  Geom.C˛/, w0;j  Geom.˛/, and
wi;j  Geom.˛2/ for i; j  1. Since the exponential model (1.1) can be obtained
as a limiting case of ˛ ! 1, the analysis of [17] can in principle be used to yield
the corresponding result for the model (1.1). Nevertheless, this paper differs from
[17] in the following aspects:
(a) The authors of [17] obtained explicit limiting distribution functions for
the case a C b > 0 (and a C b < 0) in (1.1). However, they left the
case corresponding to a C b D 0 as the limit of the a C b > 0 case
and did not compute the limiting distribution explicitly (see remarks after
theorem 5.1 in [17]). This critical case is the most interesting (and the
most difficult) case for our situation and we give an explicit formula in
Theorem 1.2 below.
(b) The justification of the limits of the Fredholm determinant and other quan-
tities appearing in the analysis requires proper conjugations of correspond-
ing operators in order to make sense of the Fredholm determinant and trace
class limit. These issues were not discussed in [17] (the main issue was to
determine the possible limit regimes and not specifically the a C b D 0
case).
(c) In addition to the multipoint distribution on the line x C y D const con-
sidered in [17], we also obtain the limit of the process for points .xk; yk/
not necessarily on the same line (see Theorem 1.5).
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(d) The limit of the process for points at more general positions than on a line
mentioned in (c) is used to prove the limit of the process (in the sense of
finite distribution) of stationary TASEP (see Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7
below).
We first state the result extending (1.6) to the joint distributions at points on the
line
(1.7) LN WD f.x; y/  0 j x C y D N g
at and near the critical direction. We first need some definitions.
DEFINITION 1.1 Fix m 2 N. For real numbers 1 <    < m and s1; : : : ; sm, set
(1.8)










dy Ai.x C y C 21 /e1.xCy/;








dx Ai.x C y C 2j /ej x ;




























dy Ai.y C x C 2i /ei y :
for i; j D 1; 2; : : : ; m, where Ai denotes the Airy function.
The first result is the following.
THEOREM 1.2 Fix m 2 N. For real numbers 1 <    < m and s1; : : : ; sm, with














gm.; s/ det.  Ps yKAiPs/L2.f1;:::;mgR/

:
Here L2.f1; : : : ; mg  R/ is equipped with the standard measure ˝dx where  is
the counting measure on f1; : : : ; mg. The projection operator Ps.k; x/ D Œx>sk
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is denoted by Ps, and yKAi is the so-called extended Airy kernel [28] with shifted
entries defined by the kernel
(1.10)










d Ai.x C  C 2i / Ai.y C  C 2j /e.j i / if i > j :
The function gm.; s/ is defined by
(1.11)











dy ‰j .y/j;i .y; x/ˆi.x/;
where
(1.12)  WD .  Ps yKAiPs/1; j;i .y; x/ WD ..j; y/; .i; x//;
and ˆ..i; x// WD ˆi .x/, ‰..j; y// D ‰j .y/. Finally, the functions R, ˆ, and ‰
are defined in Definition 1.1.
Observe that dist..x.k/; y.k//;LN /  2.
Remark 1.3. When m D 1, (1.9) agrees with the limiting function in (1.20) of [16],
as one might expect.
Remark 1.4. The fact that   Ps yKAiPs is invertible follows from the fact that
Ps yKAiPs is trace-class (see [20]) and that det.  Ps yKAiPs/ > 0 for all given
s 2 R. See Lemma B.1 in Appendix B.
The shift in the integrand by 2i is due to the fact that the last passage time is
(macroscopically) a linear function along the line LN , in contrast with the non-
border case (i.e., wi;0 D w0;j D 0) where the last passage time has a nonzero
curvature. Therefore, when jkj  1, the contribution from det.  PKAiP / will
be very close to 1 and the main contribution comes from gm.; s/.
The second theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.2 to the case when the
points .xk; yk/ are not necessarily on the same line LN , x C y D N . We show
that the fluctuation is unchanged even if some of the points are away from the line
to the order smaller than O.T /. This is due to the slow decorrelation phenomena
obtained in [13]: along the critical direction the fluctuations decorrelate to order
O.T 1=3/ over a time scale O.T / (instead of O.T 2=3/).
More precisely, if we compare the last passage time G at two points .x; y/ and
.x0; y0/ with .x0x; y0y/ D r ..1/2; 2/, their fluctuation will be rCO.r1=3/
(see Lemma 5.3 below for details). Consider a  2 .0; 1/ and any fixed number 	






FIGURE 1.1. Assume that the black dots are O.T / for some  < 1
away from the line LN . Then the fluctuations of the passage time at the
locations of the black dots are, on the T 1=3 scale, the same as the one of
their projection along the critical direction to the line LN , the white dots.




.1  /2.T C 	T / C  2
4=3












`.; 	; s/ D T C 	T    2.1  2/
1=3
1  2 T




See Figure 1.1 for an illustration.
THEOREM 1.5 Fix m 2 N and  2 .0; 1/. For real numbers 1 <    < m,














gm.; s/ det.  Ps yKAiPs/L2.f1;:::;mgR/

:
This generalization of Theorem 1.2 is proven in Section 5.
1.3 Stationary TASEP and Directed Percolation
We now discuss the result in terms of stationary TASEP. The mapping between
TASEP and the last passage percolation model is as follows. We assign label 0 to
the particle sitting at the smallest positive integer site initially. For the rest we use
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the right-to-left ordering so that
   < x2.0/ < x1.0/ < 0  x0.0/ < x1.0/ <    :
Then xk.t/ > xkC1.t/ for all t  0, since the TASEP preserves the ordering of the
particles.
For i; j 2 Z such that i  j > xj .0/, let 
.i; j / be the waiting time of particle
with label j to jump from site i  j  1 to site i  j (the waiting time is counted
from the instant where the particle can jump; i.e., the particle is at i  j  1 and
site i  j is empty). The 
.i; j / are iid Exp.1/ random variables. Let L.x; y/ be
the last passage time to .x; y/ 2 N2 along a directed path in the domain
D WD f.i; j / 2 Z2 j i  x; j  y; i  j > xj .0/g;
starting at any point in the domain. This is a curve-to-point optimization problem.
An example of the nontrivial part of the boundary of this domain is illustrated in
Figure 1.2 below as the curve at t D 0. Then a straightforward generalization of









fxyk .tk/  xk  ykg

:
When the initial condition is random, the domain of directed percolation is also
random. Note that (see Figure 1.2), the part of the domain D in the first quadrant
is the rectangle f1  i  x; 1  j  yg, but the parts in the second quadrant
i  0; j  1 and the fourth quadrant i  1; j  0 are of random shape. Observe
that D does not intersect with the third quadrant i; j  0.
Define . C 1/ to be the rightmost empty site in f: : : ; 2; 1g in the ini-
tial particles’ configuration and C to be the position of the leftmost particle in
f0; 1; : : : g. First, let us focus on the case  D 0, C D 0 (as in Figure 1.2).
Then, since the initial condition is stationary Bernoulli, an interpretation of Burke’s
theorem [11] (see also [12]) shows that the fL.0; j / j 1  j  yg is dis-
tributed as fX1; X1 C X2; : : : ; X1 C    C Xyg where the Xj ’s are iid Exp.1=/
distributed. Similarly, by considering holes instead of particles, one finds that
fL.i; 0/ j 1  i  xg is distributed as fY1; Y1 C Y2; : : : ; Y1 C    C Yxg where the
Yi ’s are iid Exp.1=.1  // random variables. Hence L.x; y/ has the same distri-
bution as G.x; y/ defined from (1.1). This argument was sketched in section 2 of









fG.xk ; yk/  tkg

for stationary TASEP when initially position 0 is empty and position 1 is occupied.
For generic   0 and C  0, L.x; y/ is distributed as G.x; y/ where now
we assume in (1.1) that w1;0 D    D wC;0 D w0;1 D    D w0; D 0 where
C  Geom.1  / and   Geom./. But as shown in proposition 2.2 in [16],
this change does not affect the asymptotics.









FIGURE 1.2. The dots are (random) particle configurations at time
t D 0 and some later time t . The position of the particle with label n D y
is its projection onto the J -axis. Interpolating between particles as in this
example, one gets a line configuration, which is interpreted as a height
function ht .j / above position j .
Geometrically, the TASEP and directed percolation can be thought of as two
different cuts of the three-dimensional object
(1.17) fx; y; G.x; y/ j x; y  1g W
(a) the directed percolation problem we analyze is the cut at fx C y D N g,
(b) the particles’ configuration of the TASEP at time t is the cut at fG D tg.
We have shown in Theorem 1.5 that the limit process does not depend on the cut
chosen for the analysis as long as we avoid the cut along fx=y D .1  /2=2g,
the characteristic. Thus, to get the fluctuations around the characteristic line it is
enough to project on fx C y D .1  2/tg (see Figure 1.2 for an illustration), for
which the limit theorem was proven in Theorem 1.2.
The following two theorems are proven in Section 5. Define the functions
(1.18)
n./ D b2T  21=3T 2=3c;
q./ D b.1  /2T C 21=3T 2=3  .1  /sT 1=3=1=3c:
THEOREM 1.6 (Particles’ position representation) Fix m 2 N. For real numbers














gm.; s/ det.  Ps yKAiPs/

:
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An equivalent but geometrically slightly different way to represent the TASEP
is via a height function (see, e.g., [16, 27]). Let us define the occupation variable,
i .t/ D 1, if there is a particle at site i at time t and i .t/ D 0 otherwise. Then
define the height function





iD1.1  2i .t// for j  1;
2Nt for j D 0;
2Nt 
P0
iDj C1.1  2i .t// for j  1;
where Nt is the number of particles that jumped from site 0 to site 1 during the










fxyk .tk/  xk  ykg

:
Let us consider the scaling
(1.22)
J./ D b.1  2/T C 21=3T 2=3c;
H./ D b.1  2/T C 2.1  2/1=3T 2=3  2s2=3T 1=3c:
THEOREM 1.7 (Height function representation) Fix m 2 N. For real numbers














gm.; s/ det.  Ps yKAiPs/

:
Remark 1.8. For simplicity, in Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 we stated the result only for
fixed time. However, the statements can be extended to different times in a similar
manner to the extension from Theorem 1.2 to Theorem 1.5.
1.4 Queues in Tandem
There is a direct relation between queues in tandem and TASEP. Suppose that
there are infinitely many servers, and assume that the service time of a customer at
each server is independent and distributed as Exp.1/. Once a customer is served at
the server i , then the customer joins at the .iC1/th queue, and so on. In other words,
the departure process from the i th queue is the arrival process at the .i C1/th queue.
Suppose that the system is in equilibrium with parameter : the arrival process at
each queue is an independent Poisson process of rate . Then the departure process
at each queue is also an independent Poisson process of rate  due to Burke’s
theorem (see, e.g., [11, 22]; see also [24]). This also implies that at each time,
the number of customers in each queue is distributed as Geom.1  /. (Here
X  Geom.1  / means that P .X D k/ D .1  /k , k D 0; 1; : : : .)
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Server 2 Server 1 Server 0 Server 1 Server 2
FIGURE 1.3. Queues in tandem in equilibrium. The black dots repre-
sents the customers and at every white dot one changes to the next
counter.
Now consider a fixed time t D 0 and arbitrarily select one customer and assign
label 0 to that customer. For convenience, we call the queue in which that customer
is in at time 0 the 0th queue. We assign labels to the other customers so that the
labels decrease for the customers ahead in the queues (see Figure 1.3). Let Qj .t/
denote the label of the queue in which the j th customer is in at time t . The mapping
from the queueing model to the TASEP is obtained by setting xj .t/ D Qj .t/  j
(see Figure 1.3). The equilibrium condition implies that the initial condition for
the corresponding TASEP is stationary. Hence if we define Ej .i/ be the time the


















Hence using (1.16) and Theorem 1.5, we immediately obtain the following result:
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THEOREM 1.9 Fix m 2 N and  2 .0; 1/. For real numbers 1 <    < m,














gm.; s/ det.  Ps yKAiPs/L2.f1;:::;mgR/

:
1.5 Outline of Proof for Theorem 1.2
To prove Theorem 1.2, which is the basis for Theorems 1.6 and 1.7, we first
consider a slightly different directed percolation model that is known to be de-
terminantal. This model is then related to (1.1) by a shift argument (Section 2)
followed by an analytic continuation (Section 3), resulting in an explicit formula
of the joint distribution of the last passage times of a more general version of (1.1)
when wi;0  Exp.1=.12 C a// for i  1 and w0;j  Exp.1=.12 C b// for j  1,




/ (see Theorem 3.2). The formula for the model (1.1) is obtained
by setting a D b D   1
2
. These arguments are a generalization of the argu-
ments given in [3, 16] for the one-point distribution. In Section 4 we carry out the
asymptotic analysis of the formula obtained in Theorem 3.2. The proofs of The-
orems 1.2, 1.6, and 1.7 are given in Section 5. Some technical computations are
given in the appendices: various expressions of integrals involving Airy functions
are given in Appendix A, the invertibility of an operator appearing in Theorem 1.2
is discussed in Appendix B, certain operators are shown to be trace-class in Appen-
dix C, and finally we explain the Gaussian fluctuation along noncritical directions
in Appendix D.
Remark 1.10. As mentioned above, Theorem 3.2 below contains a formula for
the model with wi;0  Exp.1=.12 C a// for i  1 and w0;j  Exp.1=.12 C b//




/, which is more general than (1.1). This would
correspond to other random initial data that possibly allow a shock. Essentially all
the ingredients for the asymptotic analysis for this more general case are in this
paper, and one can obtain the limit laws for such models. However, for the sake of
simplicity, we do not pursue this direction here.
2 The Shift Argument
We first consider a slightly different directed percolation model. Let
(2.1)
zw0;0  Exp.1=.a C b//;
zwi;0  Exp.1=.12 C b//; i  1;
zw0;j  Exp.1=.12 C a//; j  1;
zwi;j  Exp.1/; i; j  1;
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where the parameters a and b satisfy




/; a C b > 0:
Denote by GC
a;b
.x; y/ the last passage time from .0; 0/ to .x; y/ for this modi-
fied model. This model is well studied and has nice mathematical structure. In
particular, the correlation functions and joint distribution functions on LN are de-
terminantal,1 which is well-suited for an asymptotic analysis. Note that the original
model given in (1.1) corresponds to the case when a C b D 0 and zw0;0 D 0. We
will show in Sections 2 and 3 how to obtain a joint distribution formula for the
original model (1.1) from this modified model (2.1).
Let Ga;b.x; y/ be the last passage time for the model (2.1) with zw0;0 replaced
by 0. We proceed as follows:




/ with a C b > 0, we relate the




(2) ANALYTIC CONTINUATION: We determine an expression for Ga;b that





(3) CHOICE OF PARAMETER: Finally, we set a D   1
2
and b D 1
2
 .
Step 1 is done in Section 2, and Step 2 is presented in Section 3.




/ with a C b > 0. Let




P.u1; : : : ; um/ WD P
 m\
kD1
fGa;b.xk ; yk/  ukg

;


















P C.u1; : : : ; um/:
PROOF: Let us only consider m D 2; the proof for general m  2 is a straight-










.x1; y1/  u1; GCa;b.x2; y2/  u2 j zw0;0 D y





dy P.u1  y; u2  y/rery :
1 It is a limit of geometric random variables studied in [19, 20] or of the Schur measure [25].
Exponential random variables are studied directly in [10] on a more general case than the present
one.
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Since P.´1; ´2/ D 0 when either ´1  0 or ´2  0, we can restrict the integral







































































Since this holds for all t1; t2  0, by inverting the Laplace transform we obtain











As mentioned earlier, the probability P C.u1; : : : ; um/ has an explicit determi-
nantal expression. In fact, the joint distribution function at points on LN for the
directed percolation model with wi;j  Exp.1=.ai C bj //, ai C bj > 0, has
a determinantal structure (it is a limit of the geometric random variables studied
in [19, 20] or of the Schur measure [25]; see [5] for a direct approach to exponen-
tial random variables).2 Specifically, this follows, for example, from theorem 3.14
2 The result can be extended to any set of points that can be connected by down-right paths,
called spacelike paths, but we do not enter in the details here. See [5, 8] for some examples in similar
situations.
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and (1.3) of [20] after substituting ai 7! 1ai=L and bi 7! 1bi=L into (1.3) and
taking the limit L ! 1. The kernel in this limit is explicitly derived in theorem 3
of [10]. For good survey papers on the topic, see [21, 31].
By specializing to the case with weights as in (2.1), we have the following result.
Consider a set of distinct points .x1; y1/; : : : ; .xm; ym/ on the line L2t D f.i; j / 2
Z
2 j i C j D 2tg, which can be ordered and parametrized by t1 <    < tm 2
Œt; t ,
(2.10) xk D t C tk ; yk D t  tk :
Set
























´ C b :
(2.12)
Define the kernels
(2.13) xKi;j .x; y/ D zKi;j .x; y/  Vi;j .x; y/
where
(2.14)





d ź eź.yx/ i .ź/
j .ź/
;














(2.15) P C.u1; : : : ; um/ D det. PuKPu/L2.f1;:::;mgRC/
where Pu.k; x/ D Œx>uk and the operator K is defined by the kernel
(2.16) K..i; x/; .j; y// D Ki;j .x; y/ WD xKi;j .x; y/ C .a C b/fi.x/gj .y/:
In (2.15), we have used a slight abuse of notation as PuKPu is not a trace-
class operator: one can indeed observe that for i > j , Pui Vi;j Puj .x; x/ 6! 0
3 For any set of points S , the notation
H
S
d´ f .´/ means that the integration path goes anti-
clockwise around the points in S but does not include any other poles.
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as x ! 1. Nevertheless, with a suitable multiplication operator M , the con-
jugate operator MPuKPuM
1 becomes trace-class so that the Fredholm deter-
minant is well-defined, and the identity becomes valid analytically. More con-
cretely, if we take M as in (2.18) below, then it is shown in Appendix C below
that MPuKPuM
1 is a trace-class operator for a; b 2 .0; 1
2
/. Thus, after conju-
gation, the Fredholm determinant is well-defined, and the identity becomes valid
analytically, as proved in the following.
PROPOSITION 2.2 Let a; b 2 .0; 1
2
/. Fix constants ˛1; : : : ; ˛m satisfying
(2.17)  a < ˛1 <    < ˛m < b:
Define the conjugated operator Kconj by the kernel
(2.18) K
conj
i;j .x; y/ D Mi .x/Ki;j .x; y/Mj .y/1; Mi .x/ WD e˛i x:
Then PuK
conjPu is a trace-class operator on L
2.f1; : : : ; mg  R/ and
(2.19) P C.u1; : : : ; um/ D det.  PuKconjPu/L2.f1;:::;mgRC/:
Proposition 2.2 and (2.15) give the standard extension from a one-point kernel
to the multipoint (or extended) kernel. All the ingredients are included in appen-
dix B and section 3 of [16], and also in [30]. The extended kernel can be found
in the more recent work [10]. There the setting is more general, allowing several
lines/columns to have waiting times different from 1.
Observe that xK is independent of a and b, and the only dependence on a and b
in K is through the rank-one term .a C b/fi.x/gj .y/. Using this, we can find
an expression of P C.u1; : : : ; um/ in which the condition (2.17) can be relaxed
to (2.20). This relaxation is important when we take the limit a C b ! 0 in the
next section.
PROPOSITION 2.3 Let a; b 2 .0; 1
2
/. Fix constants ˛1; : : : ; ˛m satisfying
(2.20)  1
2




Define the conjugated operator xKconj by the kernel
(2.21) xKconji;j .x; y/ D Mi .x/ xKi;j .x; y/Mj .y/1; Mi .x/ WD e˛i x:
Then
(2.22) P C.u1; : : : ; um/ D
1  .a C b/h. Pu xKPu/1Puf; Pugi

det.  Pu xKconjPu/:
where the notation h  ;  i denotes the real inner product in L2.f1; : : : ; mg  RC/.
Remark 2.4. One can check that the expression (2.22) can be analytically extended




/ with a C b > 0. Nevertheless, since we will discuss the issue of
extending the domain of analyticity of P.u1; : : : ; um/ to a; b 2 .12 ; 12/ (with no
restriction of a C b > 0) in the next section, we do not discuss the details here.
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3: From (2.16),
(2.23) PuK
conjPu D Pu xKconjPu C .a C b/.Puf conj/ ˝ .gconjPu/
where f conj and gconj are multiplication operators by the functions f conj.i; x/ D
Mi .x/fi.x/ and g
conj.j; y/ D gj .y/Mj .y/1. The functions f conj.i; x/ and
gconj.j; y/ are L2.R/: see the end of the proof of Proposition C.1. To sim-
plify notation, set ŒK D PuKconjPu, Œ xK D Pu xKconjPu, Œf  D Puf conj, and
Œg D gconjPu. Thus
(2.24)
det.  ŒK/ D det.  .a C b/.  Œ xK/1Œf  ˝ Œg/  det.  Œ xK/;
D .1  .a C b/h.  Œ xK/1Œf ; Œgi/  det.  Œ xK/:
The above step holds assuming that   Œ xK D   Pu xKconjPu is invertible. The
invertibility can be verified as follows. Consider the modification of the directed
percolation model where ywi;j D 0 if i and/or j are equal to 0, and ywi;j  Exp.1/
for i; j  1 (i.e., the model without sources). Denote by yP the new measure.
This is the model with a D b D 0 in (2.1), and hence yP .u1; : : : ; um/ D det. 
Pu xKconjPu/ for any given u1; : : : ; um > 0. It is easy to obtain a lower bound
yP .u1; : : : ; um/  .1  e"/2t2 > 0, with " D minfu1; : : : ; umg=2t . Indeed, it is
enough to take the configurations with ywi;j  minfu1; : : : ; umg=2t for i; j  1
such that i C j  2t . This implies that det.  Pu xKconjPu/ ¤ 0, and hence
  Pu xKconjPu is invertible.
Finally, since Pu xKPu is a bounded operator in L2.R/, and Puf; Pug 2 L2.R/,
h. Œ xK/1Œf ; Œg i equals h.Pu xKPu/1Puf; Pugi by conjugating back M .
Now the condition (2.17) for the ˛i ’s can be relaxed to the condition (2.20) sincexKconj is trace-class under this assumption: see Proposition C.1. 
3 Analytic Continuation





out the restriction that a C b > 0. For this purpose, we show that both sides




/. Analyticity of the left-hand
side of (2.4), i.e., of P.u1; : : : ; um/, is a straightforward generalization of proposi-
tion 5.1 in [16]. This section is devoted to finding the analytic continuation of the
right-hand side of (2.4).
By using (2.22), the right-hand side of (2.4) becomes








a C b  h. Pu
xKPu/1Puf; Pugi

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The last determinant is independent of a and b. It is enough show that
(3.2)
1
a C b  h. Pu
xKPu/1Puf; Pugi




/. Note that by changing the contour,












a  w :





a C b  h.  Pu
xKPu/1Puf; Pugi D











.w  a/.w C b/ ;
and F..i; x// D Fi .x/ with
Fi .x/ D f .1=2/i .x/ C
Z 1
u1








The term Ra;b is analytic in a; b 2 .12 ; 12/, and





dx..  Pu xKPu/1PuF /..i; x//gi .x/










/. Combining (2.4), (3.1), and (3.5), we finally obtain the following repre-
sentation of P.u1; : : : ; un/ defined in (2.3):
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THEOREM 3.2 Recall the conditions and definitions from (2.10) through (2.14)





P.u1; : : : ; um/
D







det.  Pu xKconjPu/
 .Ra;b  h. Pu xKPu/1PuF; Pugi/

(3.9)
for u1; : : : ; um 2 RC, where Ra;b and F are defined in Proposition 3.1.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1:
Part I: Decomposition. First we decompose the contribution coming from the
pole at 1
2
and a of f , namely,
(3.10)
(3.2) D 1
a C b  h. Pu
xKPu/1Puf .1=2/; Pugi
 h.  Pu xKPu/1Puf .a/; Pugi:
From Lemma 3.3 below, Puf
.a/ D . C PuVPu/PuF .a/ C PuV.  Pu/F .a/,
where F .a/ is defined in (3.18). Here, .V .Pu/F .a//.i; x/ is well-defined point-
wise and is in L2.R/ as we can check from the proof of Lemma 3.3. Hence by
using the identity (recall that xK D zK  V in (2.13))
(3.11) .  Pu xKPu/1.C PuVPu/ D C .  Pu xKPu/1Pu zKPu;
the last term in (3.10) becomes
(3.12) hPuF .a/; PugiCh.Pu xKPu/1.Pu zKPu CPuV.Pu//F .a/; Pugi:
Observe that the function . zKPu C V. Pu//F .a/..i; x// is precisely the last two
terms in (3.7). Hence from (3.10), we obtain
(3.13) (3.2) D h. Pu xKPu/1PuF; Pugi C
1
a C b  hPuF
.a/; Pugi:
Now a direct computation shows that
(3.14)
































.w C b/.a  w/ C
1
a C b :
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Here in the third equality, we use the fact that the contour 1=2;b can be made
to be on the left of the point w D a since a; b > 0. Hence (3.13) and (3.14)
imply (3.5).
Part II: Analyticity. We now show that the functions on the right-hand side




/. Clearly, Ra;b is analytic in a; b 2 .12 ; 12/
since both the poles w D a and w D b lie inside the integration contour. We
need to show that h.  Pu xKPu/1PuF; Pugi is analytic. Note that xK, zK, and
V are independent of a; b. As f
.a/
1 .x/ D i .a/eax is analytic in a 2 .12 ; 12/,
Fi .x/ is analytic in a in the same domain. Also, it is clear from the integral repre-
sentation (2.12) that gi .y/ is analytic in b 2 .12 ; 12/. Hence it is enough to show
that h.  Pu xKPu/1PuF; Pugi is well-defined for a; b 2 .12 ; 12/.
Fix ı0 2 .0; 12/. Let a; b 2 Œ12 C ı0; 12  ı0. Using the identity
(3.15) .  Pu xKPu/1PuF D .C Pu xKPu.  Pu xKPu/1/PuF
and estimates (3.23) and (3.25) in Lemma 3.4 below, we see that





/x ; x  ui ;
for some constant C > 0. On the other hand, from (3.24),
(3.17) jgj .y/j  Ce.
1
2
ı0/jyj; y 2 R;
for some constant C > 0. Therefore, the inner product is convergent, and the
proposition is obtained. 
LEMMA 3.3 Let a 2 .0; 1
2
/. Define the function F .a/ in L2.f1; : : : ; mg  R/ by
(3.18) F
.a/
i .x/ D f .a/1 .x/ıi;1:
Then VF .a/ defined by






is well-defined for each x 2 R and is in L2.R/. Moreover,
(3.20) f .a/ D F .a/ C VF .a/:
PROOF: Recall from (3.4) that f
.a/
1 .x/ D eax1.a/. The estimate (3.22)
shows that the integral in (3.19) is well-defined. .VF .a//..i; x// is well-defined
pointwise. Note that Vi;1.x; y/ D Ov.x  y/ for some function v 2 L2.R/ \
L1.R/ (see (C.9)). Hence the integral in (3.19) equals . Ov  f .a/1 /.x/. Hence the
L2.R/ norm of the integral is bounded by k OvkL1.R/ kf .a/1 kL2.R/. But as j Ov.x/j 
Ce.1=2ı/jxj by (3.22), we find that the integral in (3.19) is in L2.R/.
Now let 1 2 .0; a/ and 2 2 .a; 12/ be fixed. In the integral formula of
Vi;1.x; y/ in (2.14), we can change the contour iR to either iR C 1 or iR C 2.
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We will use the contour iRC 1 when y  0 and the contour iRC 2 when y < 0.





















D eaxi .a/ D f .a/i .x/
where the integral is evaluated using Cauchy’s formula. Taking into account the
case when i D 1, we obtain (3.20). 
LEMMA 3.4 For any ı 2 .0; 1
2
, there exists a constant C > 0 such that




Œi>j ; x; y 2 R;
and
(3.23) j xKi;j .x; y/j  Ce.
1
2
ı/.xCy/; x; y > 0:




/, there is a constant C > 0 such that
(3.24) jgj .y/j  Ceby ; y 2 R:









is a constant C > 0 such that
(3.25) jFi .x/j  Ce.
1
2
ı/x ; x  ui :
Here the constants are uniform if the parameters a, b, and ı are in compact sets.
PROOF: When y  x  0, by deforming the contour to iR  1
2
C ı in (2.14),
we obtain for i  j ,
(3.26)










i .12 C ı C is/
j .12 C ı C is/
ˇ̌̌
ˇ
 Ce. 12 ı/.yx/
since the integrand is absolutely convergent (recall that ti  tj  1 for i > j ). We
obtain the bound (3.22) similarly by using the contour iRC 1
2
 ı when y  x  0.
The estimate (3.23) is easily obtained by taking the contours 1=2 and 1=2 as




, respectively, in (2.13).
Recalling gj .y/ (from (2.12)) we obtain the estimate (3.24) by evaluating the
residue at ´ D b and making the remaining contour 1=2 small enough.
Finally, in order to estimate Fi .x/, first note that jf .1=2/i .x/j  Ce.1=2ı/x by
using the integral representation (3.4) with the contour given by the circle of radius
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ı centered at 1
2
. Also, from (3.22) and (3.23), j zKi;1.x; y/j  Ce.1=2ı/.xCy/.
Using these estimates and jf .a/1 .x/j  Ceax in the definition (3.7),
Fi .x/ D f .1=2/i .x/ C
Z 1
u1








we obtain (3.25) for x bounded below. In particular, to have the integrals over y
bounded we need 0 < ı < 1
2
C a for the integral with zKi;1 and 0 < ı < 12  a for







By setting a D b D   1
2
in Theorem 3.2, we obtain







 Ra;a  h. Pu xKPu/1PuF; Pugi:
(4.1)
We now begin asymptotic analysis of this formula.
To obtain our main theorem (Theorem 1.2), we need to consider the following
scaling limit: Fix  2 .0; 1/. Set  D .1  /, b D 1
2
 , and a D   1
2
. For a
large parameter T , according to (1.5) and (2.10), we consider
(4.2)







1  2 T
2=3;
ui D T  i 2.1  2/
1=3
1  2 T




where we order 1 <    < m with ti 2 Œt; t  for all i . The convergence of the
Fredholm determinants is ensured only after (yet another) proper conjugation. For
this purpose, set






; Z.i/ D i .a/eaui :








xKi;j .ui ; uj / D Œ yKAii;j .si ; sj /;
uniformly for si ; sj in a bounded set. The operator yKAi is defined in (1.10).
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PROOF: Recall that xKi;j D zKi;j  Vi;j , with Vi;j D 0 for i  j . The same
structure holds for yKAi. Indeed, using identity (A.7) of Lemma A.1, we can rewrite
(1.10) as follows:
(4.5)




d Ai.si C  C 2i / Ai.sj C  C 2j /e.j i /

exp
 .si sj /2
4.i j / C
2
3
.3j  3i / C .j sj  i si /

p
4.i  j /
.i > j /:
The proof is divided into the convergence of Vi;j in Lemma 4.2 and of zKi;j in
Lemma 4.4 below. 







Vi;j .ui ; uj / D
exp
 .si sj /2
4.i j / C
2
3
.3j  3i / C .j sj  i si /

p
4.i  j /
C O.T 1=3/
uniformly for si  sj in a bounded set.
PROOF: Recall that i > j . We derive the asymptotics by saddle point analy-
sis. Set
(4.7)












g1.ź/ WD ź.si  sj /1=3;
g.´/ WD g0.´/ C T 1=3g1.´/:
Then by plugging (4.2) into (2.14),










d ź exp.T 2=3g0.ź/ C T 1=3g1.ź//:
(4.8)
There is a unique critical point for g0 in the interval .12 ; 12/, namely,
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A straightforward computation gives














from which g000.źc/ D 2.i  j /2=3 > 0. Also, observe that
(4.11) eT
2=3g.a/ D eT 2=3g0.a/CT 1=3g1.a/ D Z.i/
Z.j /
:
For the saddle point analysis we use the contour z WD fźc Cit j t 2 Rg. First, let
us show that the contribution coming from jt j > ı > 0 is negligible in the T ! 1
limit. Let zc
ı


















































.1 C t2=2/	=2.1 C t2=.1  /2/	=2
with
 WD ti  tj D .i  j /
24=3
1  2 T
2=3  1
when T is large enough. For   1
2
, we have the bound
(4.13)
1
.1 C t2=2/	=2.1 C t2=.1  /2/	=2 
1
.1 C t2=2/	 :












1 C .t  ı/ 2ı
ı2 C 2












	 ı2 C 2
2ı.  1/ :
Therefore there exist a constant  D .ı/ > 0 and a constant C D C./ > 0 such
that




When   1
2
, we obtain the same estimate by just replacing in some of the bounds
 by 1  .
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Next we determine the contribution from a ı-neighborhood of the critical point.
Noting the Taylor series
(4.17)
g0.ź/ D g0.źc/ C .i  j /2=3.ź  źc/2.1 C O.ź  źc//;
g1.ź/ D g1.źc/  .si  sj /1=3.ź  źc/;
we find thatˇ̌̌











ˇ jź  źc j3





.1    jź  źc j/3
C 1




Thus by choosing ı small enough, we find that for jź  źcj  ı,
(4.19) (4.18)  i  j
22=3
jź  źc j2
and also
(4.20) (4.18)  C jź  źcj3
for some constant C > 0. Using (4.19), (4.20), and the general identity














































eY 2.i j /iY.si sj /dY  1p
4.i  j /
exp
 
 .si  sj /
2

















for some constant c > 0, which is uniform for si  sj in a bounded set, we ob-
tain (4.6) from (4.16) and (4.22). 
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Before discussing the asymptotic of zK, we also obtain an exponential bound of
Vi;j .ui ; uj / when si ; sj ! C1, which will be used later.
LEMMA 4.3 Consider the scaling (4.2) and i > j (i.e., i > j ). Then, for any









Vi;j .ui ; uj /
ˇ̌̌
ˇ  Ce.i j /.si Csj /=2ejsi sj j






a C .si sj /1=3
2.i j /T 1=3 if jsi  sj j  "T
1=3;
a C "1=3
2.i j / if si  sj > "T
1=3;
a  "1=3
2.i j / if si  sj < "T
1=3;





/. Taking the integration path as  WD f´c C it j t 2 Rg, a
computation as in (4.12) yields (the function g.´/ is defined in (4.7))
(4.26)
ˇ̌̌









d ź exp.T 2=3g.ź/  T 2=3g.a//
ˇ̌̌
ˇ






.j1  it=. 1
2
 ´c/jj1 C it=. 12 C ´c/j/	
where
 D .i  j /
24=3
1  2 T
2=3  1
when T is large enough. Hence

















.1 C t2/	 :
(4.27)
The last integral satisfiesZ 1
0
dt
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as  D O.T 2=3/ ! 1. Therefore we find that there is a constant C > 0 such that









Vi;j .ui ; uj /
ˇ̌̌
ˇ  C expT 2=3.g.´c/  g.a//:
Now from (4.18) and (4.19) (with ´ D ´c and źc D a), if we have taken " small
enough, then
(4.30) g.´c/  g.a/  3.i  j /
22=3
.´c  a/2  si  sj
1=3T 1=3
.´c  a/:
Now we plug the value of ´c into (4.25) for three difference cases. When jsi sj j 
"T 1=3,
(4.31) g.´c/  g.a/  
.si  sj /2
8.i  j /T 2=3
:
When si  sj > "T 1=3, then
(4.32) g.´c/  g.a/  ".4.si  sj /  3"T
1=3/
8.i  j /T 1=3
  ".si  sj /
8.i  j /T 1=3
:
When si  sj < "T 1=3, then
(4.33) g.´c/  g.a/  
".4jsi  sj j  3"T 1=3/
8.i  j /T 1=3
  "jsi  sj j















C  exp .si sj /2
8.i j /

; jsi  sj j  "T 1=3;
C  expT 1=3"jsi sj j
8.i j /

; jsi  sj j > "T 1=3:
As a result, for any given 0 > 0, by taking " > 0 small enough but fixed and then









Vi;j .ui ; uj /
ˇ̌̌










Vi;j .ui ; uj /
ˇ̌̌
ˇ  C exp.0jsi  sj j C j sj  i si /:
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Finally, given any  > 0, by taking 0  Cmaxfj1j; : : : ; jmjg, when si sj 
0, then
(4.37)
j sj  isi C .  0/jsi  sj j
D .i  j /si  j .si  sj / C .  0/jsi  sj j
 .i  j /si  
1
2
.i  j /.si C sj /
since i  j > 0. Similarly, when si  sj < 0, then
(4.38)
j sj  isi C .  0/jsi  sj j
D .i  j /sj  i .si  sj / C .  0/jsi  sj j
 .i  j /sj  
1
2
.i  j /.si C sj /:
This implies (4.24). 
We now prove an asymptotic result for zK.







zKi;j .ui ; uj / DZ 1
0
d Ai. C si C 2i / Ai. C sj C 2j /e.j i / C O.T 1=3/
uniformly for si ; sj in a bounded set.























The steepest-descent analysis of integrals very similar to this one with the same
scaling (4.2) has been performed repeatedly in various places (see, e.g., [1, 6, 10,
16, 18]). The only difference here is that we have a double integral and must
make sure that the two paths do not touch. However, this can be easily handled
by locally modifying the steep(est)-descent contours near the critical point. Except
for this modification, the analysis of our case is similar to those in the literature.
Nevertheless, we provide the proof for completeness, and also since the analysis
of this lemma and Lemma 4.5 is a prototype for all the remaining lemmas in this
section (except for Lemma 4.9).
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The first step is to find a steep descent path for i .w/e
wui and j .w/1e´uj .
Let us write
(4.41) i .w/e
wui D exp.T h0.w/ C T 2=3h1;i .w/ C T 1=3h2;i .w//;
where
(4.42)

























h2;i .w/ D siw1=3:
Note that h0.w/ is independent of i .
For the steep descent analysis we need to determine a steep descent path for h0.
The steep descent path will always be taken symmetric with respect to complex
conjugation. Thus we can restrict the discussion below to the part lying in the
upper half-plane. We have



















which both vanish at the critical point wc D a D   12 and h0000 .wc/ D 2 .
Let  0̨ D fw D 1
2




/g with ˛ > 0. Then, for 	 2 Œ
2
; /,





















since the last parenthetical group is strictly positive: for 	 2 Œ
2





j  1, while  < 1. In the neighborhood of the critical point we consider












The second-degree term, 2.1  / C .1  2/t C t2, is strictly positive for all
 2 .0; 1/ and t 2 Œ0; 2.1  /. Therefore 1 is also a steep descent path and close
to the critical point will be steepest-descent.
Now we can define the steep descent path used in the analysis. Let  D 1 [
 0p
3.1/ [ N1. In a similar way, one obtains a steep descent path for h0.´/,
namely,  is the path obtained by rotation around the origin of the steep descent





FIGURE 4.1. The modified contours  and  are both anticlockwise
oriented. The modification of  close to the critical point a is of order
T 1=3.
path  but with 1   instead of . Finally, as we shall discuss below, any local
modification of the contours in a region of order T 1=3 around the critical point is
allowed (see Figure 4.1), provided that j´  wj  "T 1=3 for a fixed " > 0.
The paths  and  are steep descent paths for h0.w/ and h0.´/. Therefore, for
any given small ı > 0, the contribution to the double integral (4.40) coming from
nfj´aj  ı; jwaj  ıg is only of order Z.i/=Z.j /O.eT / for some  D
.ı/ > 0 (with   ı3 for small ı), which is smaller than Z.i/=Z.j /O.T 1=3/.
Note that Z.i/=Z.j / is the value of the integrand at the critical point.
Next we analyze the contribution coming from a ı-neighborhood of the critical
point wc D a. There we can use Taylor series expansions of h0; h1;i , and h2;i ,
which are given by
(4.46)
h0.w/ D h0.wc/ C
1
3
1.w  wc/3 C O..w  wc/4/;
h1;i .w/ D h1;i .wc/ C i 2=3.w  wc/2 C O.i .w  wc/3/;
h2;i .w/ D h2;i .wc/  si 1=3.w  wc/:
















eO.T .wwc/4;i T 2=3.wwc /3/




T .wwc /3=3CT 2=3i .wwc/2=2=3T 1=3si .wwc /=1=3
eT .´wc/3=3CT 2=3j .´wc/2=2=3T 1=3sj .´wc/=1=3
;
(4.47)
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where ı and ı are the pieces of  and  that lie in a ı-neighborhood of the
critical point wc D a.
More precisely, setting Hi WD h0 C T 1=3h1;i C T 2=3h2;i one has that
(4.48)
ˇ̌̌
ˇTHi .wc C t/  THi .wc/  T h.3/0 .wc/ t33Š
 T 2=3h001;i .wc/
t2
2Š














Assume that 0 <   1
2
minf; 1  g; then
(4.49) sup
B.wc ;	/




jh.3/1;i .w/j  ji j
324=3
1  2 .
3 C .1  /3/:















































CT 2=3 i .wwc /
2
2=3
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It thus remains only to determine the asymptotic of (4.52). We make the change
























































The conjugation by A.j /=A.i/ and the identity (A.2) end the proof. 
Now we give a bound that holds uniformly for si ; sj bounded from below. Let
s0 2 R be given.
LEMMA 4.5 Consider the scaling (4.2). Then, for any given  > 0, there exists a









zKi;j .ui ; uj /
ˇ̌̌
ˇ  Ce.si Csj /:
The constant C depends only on , i , and j .
PROOF: The upper bound of the integrals similar to (4.40) has also been ob-
tained in various places (see, e.g., [1, 6, 10, 16, 18]). The analysis in our case is
similar to those in the literature. However, again we provide the proof for com-
pleteness; also, the analysis in this proof is going to be used and adapted in all the
remaining lemmas in this section except for Lemma 4.9.
First of all, we can rewrite
(4.56)
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Set u0 D T  i 2.12/
1=3
12 T







zKi;j .ui ; uj / D
Z 1
0




























We now show the exponential decay of E1.si / for large positive si . Lemma 4.4
indeed implies the result when s0  si  0. It is thus enough to consider the case
where si > 0. The analysis of E2.sj / is made in exactly the same way, up to a
rotation around the origin and exchange of  with 1  .
To this aim we modify the contour given on Figure 4.1 as follows, defining a new
contour  0. Call  0C the part of the contour lying in the upper half-plane f=´  0g.
Let  > 0 be a fixed constant and
(4.59) ".i/ WD 2ji j C 2:
Then we set
 0C D fa C tei=3 W t  ".i/.T=/1=3g




The contour  0 is then completed by adjoining the conjugate of  0C. This mod-
ification of the contour  has no impact on the saddle point analysis made in the
proof of Lemma 4.4. Indeed, for T large enough
(4.61) jT h0.a/ C T 2=3h1;i .a/  T h0.a C ".i/.T=/1=3ei /
 T 2=3h1;i .a C ".i/.T=/1=3ei /j  C.i/;
where C.i/ D 2".i/2.ji j C ".i// is a uniformly bounded constant as i is chosen
in a compact interval of R:
Along  0 we have
(4.62) <.w  a/  ".i/
2
.T=/1=3  . C ji j/.T=/1=3:
Thus, along  0
(4.63) je.wa/si .T=/1=3Ci si j  esi :




FIGURE 4.2. Contours used in the following lemmas. The paths have
local modifications close to the critical point a that are only of order
T 1=3.
Using the saddle point argument used in the proof of Lemma 4.4 and (4.61), we
easily deduce that there exists C > 0 independent of si such that for T large enough





djE1.si C /j jE2.sj C /j  Ce.si Csj /
for some other constant C. 
The saddle point analysis made for zK in the preceding lemmas will now be used,
up to minor modifications, to consider the asymptotics of the remaining terms.



















dy Ai.21 C s1 C x C y/e1.xCy/:
Moreover, for any given  > 0, there exists a T0 > 0 large enough such that for all





































D exp.T h0.´/ C T 2=3h1;1.´/ C T 1=3h2;1.´//
with hk’s defined in (4.46). As a steep descent path we use almost the same contour
 as in Figure 4.1, up to T 1=3-local deformation so that it passes to the right of
a; see Figure 4.2(a). Then, using the same asymptotic argument as in the proof of
















where 0i designates the path from e2 i=31 to e2 i=31 and passing on the right
of 0. We can take it to its left up to adding a residue term, which is just s1. Then
the identity (A.4) gives the first formula of the lemma.



















.´  a/2 :
The contour now lies to the left of a, so that, using the same argument as in
Lemma 4.5, we have the exponential decay for large positive s1. 
Now we turn to the asymptotics of the function g defined in (2.12) and the
different terms of the function F defined in (3.7).







i .ui / D 
Z 1
0
dy Ai.2i C si C y/ei y
uniformly for si in a bounded set. Moreover, for any given  > 0, there exists a
T0 > 0 large enough such that for all T  T0 we have
(4.73)
ˇ̌̌
ˇ 1A.i/f .1=2/i .ui /
ˇ̌̌
ˇ  Cesi










eT h0.w/CT 2=3h1;i .w/CT 1=3h2;i .w/
w  a
with the hk’s defined in (4.46). As a steep descent path we use  in Figure 4.1
with a local modification on the T 1=3 scale so that it passes to the right of a; see
Figure 4.2(b). Then the same asymptotic argument of the proofs of Lemma 4.4
and Lemma 4.5 still holds and gives us the claimed result. We also use the identity
(A.5) to express the result in terms of Airy functions. 
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dy zKi;1.ui ; y/f .a/1 .y/
D e 23 31 1s1
Z 1
0




dy e1y Ai.21 C s1 C  C y/
uniformly for s1; si in a bounded set. Moreover, for any given  > 0, there exists a






dy zKi;1.ui ; y/f .a/1 .y/
ˇ̌̌
ˇ  Ce.si Cs1/
for some constant C independent of T and uniform for si ; s1 bounded from below.
PROOF: Notice that f
.a/
1 .y/ D i .a/eay . Then, choosing the integration


















a  ´ ;
where the integration path for ´ does not include a and does not cross the integra-
tion path for w. The rest of the proof follows along the same lines as those for
Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5. Finally, one uses (A.6) to rewrite the double integral
expression in terms of Airy functions. 






















uniformly for si  s1 in a bounded set. Moreover, for any given  > 0, there exists

















for some constant C independent of T and uniform in si ; s1.
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PROOF: Using f
.a/
1 .y/ D i .a/eay and modifying the integration path in
(2.14) to iR C ˛ for any ˛ 2 .a; 1
2































´  a :
(4.80)
For the saddle point analysis we then deform back our integration path to a C iR
with only a local deviation of order T 1=3 around ´ D a to make it passing to the
right of a. Specifically, for a given small " > 0, we use the integration path
 D ˚a C ix; x 2 R n ."T 1=3; "T 1=3/






see Figure 4.2(c). The asymptotic analysis for si  s1 in a bounded set is the


















eY 2.i 1/iY.si s1/
iY
for any " > 0.
The function



















and the boundary condition
(4.85) lim
s!1 v.s/ D 0:
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In order to prove (4.79), we adapt the proof of Lemma 4.3. First, suppose that
si  s1  1. For this case, we take the contour  D f´c C i t j t 2 Rg as in the
proof of Lemma 4.3. Note that
dist.a; / D dist.a; ´c/ 
1=3
2.i  1/T 1=3
:
Hence the term 1
´a in (4.80) is bounded by O.T
1=3/ and an analysis as in the
proof of Lemma 4.3 (noting the presence of T 1=3 in (4.24)) implies (4.79).
Second, consider the case si s1  1. We take the same contour  D f´cCi t j
t 2 Rg. In this case, the residue at the simple pole a should be taken into account.
Except for this term, the analysis on the contour  is the same and we obtain (4.79).
Finally, when 1  si  s1  1, we take the contour  D 1 [ 2 where
1 is the part of the contour f´c C i t j t 2 Rg that lies outside the circle of
radius r WD 1
.i 1/T 1=3 centered at a, and 2 is the part of the circle of radius r
centered at a whose real part is at least ´c . This contour is the same as the straight
line f´c C i t j t 2 Rg except that it goes around a on the right in a O.T 1=3/-
neighborhood of a. On 1, since dist.a; 1/  r D O.T 1=3/, we obtain, as in the













ˇ  ejsi s1j:
On the other hand, on 2, observe that dist.a; 2/ D O.T 1=3/ and the arc length
of 2 is also O.T
1=3/. By using the estimates (4.18) and (4.19), which hold on 2
if T is large enough, we obtain that T 2=3g.´/ is bounded for ´ 2 2 (where g.´/





















j´  aj D O.1/:
This, together with (4.87), implies (4.79). 
The last term to be computed is the asymptotic of g.
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LEMMA 4.10 Consider the scaling (4.2). Then
(4.89) lim
T !1








dx Ai.2j C sj C x/ej x
uniformly for sj in a bounded set. Moreover, for any given  > 0, there exists a
T0 > 0 large enough such that for all T  T0 we have





Cj sj C Cesj
for some constant C independent of T and uniform for sj bounded from below.
PROOF: We have






e.T h0.´/CT 2=3h1;j .´/CT 1=3h2;j .´//
´  a
with the hk’s defined in (4.46). As a steep descent path we use  in Figure 4.1
with a local modification on the T 1=3 scale so that it passes on the right of a;
see Figure 4.2(a). Then the asymptotic argument of the proofs of Lemma 4.4 and
Lemma 4.5 still holds and gives us the claimed result. The only small difference is
that for the bound the integration path for large sj ’s has to be chosen to pass on the




from the multiplication by A.j /. To rewrite the result in terms of Airy functions,
we used (A.3). 
5 Proof of the Main Theorem




















Ra;a  h.  P` xKP`/1P`F; P`gi

and a D   1
2
. We take the limit T ! 1 with the scaling (1.5).
Note that the scaling of (1.5) is related to the scaling (4.2) by the identities
jx.i /Cy.i /2t j  2 and jx.i /y.i /2ti j  2. The difference (at most) ˙2
does not contribute to the asymptotics and only makes the notation complicated.
For this reason, we will ignore this difference ˙2 in the following presentation.
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PROPOSITION 5.1 Fix m 2 N real numbers 1 <    < m and s1; : : : ; sm 2 R.
Let x.k/, y.k/, and `.k ; sk/ be defined as in (1.5). Then we have
(5.3) lim
T !1
det.  P` xKconjP`/L2.f1;:::;mgR/ D
det.  Ps yKAiPs/L2.f1;:::;mgR/;
where P`.k; x/ D Œx>`.k ;sk/ and Ps.k; x/ D Œx>sk.








xKconji;j .ui ; uj / D Œ yKAii;j .si ; sj /;
and that the convergence is uniform on I . Now Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5 then imply the
convergence in the trace-class norm of rescaled kernels .T=/1=3 A.j /
A.i/
zKi;j .ui ; uj /
and .T=/1=3 A.j /
A.i/
Vi;j .ui ; uj /. This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 Fix m 2 N real numbers 1 <    < m and s1; : : : ; sm 2 R.
Let x.k/, y.k/, and `.k ; sk/ be defined as in (1.5). Then
(5.5) lim
T !1
G` D gm.; s/
where gm.; s/ is defined in (1.11).
PROOF: Consider the term h.P` xKP`/1P`F; P`gi. We first scale and also
conjugate by some operators. Define the function
(5.6) ui .x/ WD T  i
2.1  2/1=3
1  2 T




Set ˇ D 1CmaxiD1;:::;m ji j, i D 1; : : : ; m, and define the multiplication operator
(5.7) W.i; x/ WD A.i/eˇx:
Set






W.i; x/ xKi;j .ui .x/; uj .x0//W 1.j; x0/
and
(5.9) ‰Ti .x/ WD W.i; x/gi .ui .x//; ˆTi .x/ WD W 1.i; x/Fi .ui .x//;
where one recalls the definitions of Fi in (3.7) and gi in (2.12). Here the super-
script T indicates the dependence on T .
By Lemmas 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10, for any given  > 0, there exists a T0 > 0
large enough such that for all T  T0, ‰Ti and ˆTi are L2.Œsi ; 1// for any given






h.P` xKP`/1P`F; P`gi D h.PsLT Ps/1PsˆT ; Ps‰T i:
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Let Q be the multiplication operator Q.i; x/ D eˇx and set
(5.11) z D .  PsQ yKAiQ1Ps/1; z‰ D Q‰; ẑ D Q1ˆ;
where the functions ‰ and ˆ are defined in (1.8). Observe that the functions
z‰i ; ẑ i 2 L2..si ; 1//. Since
(5.12) h.  Ps yKAiPs/1Psˆ; Ps‰i D hzPs ẑ ; Ps z‰i;
it is enough to prove limT !1hT PsˆT ; Ps‰T i D hzPs ẑ ; Ps z‰i where T D
.  PsLT Ps/1. Clearly
jhT PsˆT ; Ps‰T i  hzPs ẑ ; Ps z‰ij
 kT  zk kPsˆT k kPs‰T k
C kk kPs.‰T  z‰/k kPsˆT k C kk kPs z‰k kPs.ˆT  ẑ /k:
(5.13)
First consider kT zk. As the operator norm is bounded by the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm k  k2,
(5.14)
kPsLT Ps  PsQ yKAiQ1Psk2









dx0jLTi;j .x; x0/  eˇ.xx
0/Œ yKAii;j .x; x0/j2:
By taking  D ˇ C 1 in Lemmas 4.5 and 4.3, and using the dominated conver-
gence theorem and Proposition 4.1, the limit as T ! 1 of (5.14) becomes 0. By
Lemma B.1, the operator Ps yKAiPs is invertible, and it follows that kT  zk !
0 as T ! 1.
Now consider the term Ps‰
T . From (4.90) of Lemma 4.10, we have j‰Tj .x/j 
C1e
.ˇji j/x C C2e.ˇC/x for x  sj for a fixed sj . The conjugation eˇx is
introduced to make this function decay exponentially as x ! 1. Hence kPs‰T k
is bounded uniformly for large enough T . Also, by noting that the right-hand side
of (4.89) is precisely ‰j .sj /, it follows from the dominated convergence theorem
that kPs.‰T  z‰/k ! 0 as T ! 1.
It follows from Lemmas 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 that jˆTj .x/j  Ce.ˇ/x for x  sj
for a fixed sj . Hence kPsˆT k is uniformly bounded for large enough T if we set,
for example,  D ˇ C1 > 0. Also, it follows that kPs.ˆT  ẑ /k ! 0 as T ! 1.
Hence we have shown that (5.10) converges to (5.12). The remaining term in
G` is .=T /
1=3Ra:a. But Lemma 4.6 shows that this converges to R (after the
changes of variables x 7! x  s1). This completes the proof. 
The above two propositions prove that G` det.  P` xKconjP`/ converges to
gm.; s/ det.  Ps yKAiPs/ as T ! 1. It remains to show that the derivatives
with respect to the sk’s also converge.
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Let us first consider .=T /1=3h.  P` xKP`/1P`F; P`gi of G`. As in (5.10),
this equals h.  PsLT Ps/1PsˆT ; Ps‰T i. Note that the dependence on sk is
only through the projection operator Ps . Hence by simple translations
(5.15) h.  PsLT Ps/1PsˆT ; Ps‰T i D h. LT /1ˆT ; ‰T i
where LT ..i; x/; .j; y// D LT ..i; x C si /; .j; y C sj //, ˆT ..i; x// D ˆT ..i; x C
si //, and ‰
T ..i; x// D ‰T ..i; x C si //, and all the (real) inner products, the
operators, and the functions are defined on L2.f1; : : : ; mg  RC/. Then
@
@sk
h.  LT /1ˆT ; ‰T i
D





























Hence we need to control the asymptotics of the derivatives of the kernels. But
since all the asymptotic bounds for large x in the lemmas in Section 4 are expo-
nential, while the derivatives of the kernels yield only polynomial terms, we can
check that the dominated convergence theorem still applies and obtain the conver-
gence of (5.16) to the corresponding derivatives of the limit. We omit the details.
The other terms are similar. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
To prove Theorems 1.5 through 1.7 we use the following slow-decorrelation
result, which is an extension of proposition 8 of [13].
LEMMA 5.3 Let A D .c1T; c2T / for some c1; c2 > 0. Choose r  T  with








P .jG.B/  G.A/  r j  T ˇ / D 1:
PROOF: First of all, it is easy to check by proposition 2.2 of [16] that the differ-
ence between the model (1.1) and the last passage percolation model corresponding
exactly to the stationary TASEP becomes irrelevant in the order T ˇ as T ! 1.
Denote by PTA the measure for the last passage percolation corresponding to the
stationary TASEP. Due to the stationarity in space and time of TASEP, we observe
that G.B/  G.A/ and G.B  A/ have the same distribution. Therefore,
(5.18)
PTA.jG.B/  G.A/  r j  T ˇ / D PTA.jG.B  A/  r j  T ˇ /
D PTA.jG.r.1  /2; r2/  r j  T ˇ /:
But since the distribution of .G.r.1  /2; r2/  r/=.r=/1=3 converges to F0
[16], and r1=3=T ˇ D O.T =3ˇ / ! 0 as T ! 1, we find that (5.18) converges
to 1 as T ! 1. This completes the proof. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5: The projection of .x.; 	/; y.; 	// onto the line
fx C y D .1  2/T g along the critical direction ..1  /2; 2/ is .x./; y.//
with x; y defined in (1.5). We have
(5.19) x./ D x.; 	/  r.1  /2; y./ D y.; 	/  r2;










fG.x.k ; 0/; y.k ; 0//  `.k; 0; sk/ C „kg

with
(5.21) „k WD G.x.k ; 0/; y.k ; 0// C r.	k/  G.x.k ; 	k/; y.k ; 	k//:








fG.x.k ; 0/; y.k ; 0//  `.k ; 0; sk/g

I
see the proof of theorem 1 in [13] for detailed steps. This is by Theorem 1.2 the
desired result. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6: The goal is to express our setting into the one of
Theorem 1.5. Denote p./ WD q./ C n./, which is given by




(5.24) n./ D 2T  21=3T 2=3:
(Since n./ and q./ are integers, the above formulas are are exact up to the error
of size 2 at most: since this difference does not affect the asymptotics but only
complicates the formulas, we drop this difference in the following presentation.)









fG.p.k/; n.k//  T g

:
Denote by .X./; Y.// the projection of .p./; n.// onto the line fx C y D
.1  2/T g along the critical direction ..1  /2; 2/. We get
(5.26) X./ D p./  r.1  /2; Y./ D n./  r2;
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where
(5.27) r D r.; s/ D  2.1  2/
1=3T 2=3




Let us further denote




(5.29) T D `.s; s/ C r.; s/
where `.; s/ is defined in (1.5). Substituting (5.27) into (5.26) we get
(5.30)
X./ D .1  /2T C  2
4=3T 2=3
1  2  s
2=3
1  2 T
1=3 D x.s/;
Y./ D 2T   2
4=3T 2=3
1  2 C s
2=3
1  2 T
1=3 D y.s/;
where x./ and y./ are defined in (1.5).




fG.x.sk/ C rk.1  /2; y.sk/ C rk2/  `.sk ; sk/ C rkg

where rk WD r.k ; sk/  O.T 2=3/. By Theorem 1.5 the result follows. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7: The proof of Theorem 1.7 is very similar to the one
for Theorem 1.6. The scaling (1.22) corresponds, in terms of x and y, to the scaling
(5.32)
x D .1  /2T C 2.1  /1=3T 2=3  s2=3T 1=3;
y D 2T  21=3T 2=3  s2=3T 1=3:
The projections .X./; Y.// of .x; y/ onto the line fxCy D .12/T g along the
critical direction ..1/2; 2/ are given by X./ D xr.1/2, Y./ D y r2.
Explicitly we find
(5.33)
r.; s/ D  2.1  2/
1=3T 2=3
1  2  s
22=3T 1=3
1  2 ;
X./ D 2T C  2
4=3T 2=3
1  2 C s
.1  2/2=3T 1=3
1  2 ;
Y./ D 2T   2
4=3T 2=3
1  2  s
.1  2/2=3T 1=3
1  2 :
Setting
(5.34) s D  C s .1  2/T
1=3
22=3
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we get
(5.35) T D `.s; s/ C r.; s/; X./ D x.s/; Y./ D y.s/:
Setting rk WD r.k ; sk/, we get (5.31) and then by Theorem 1.5 the result follows.

Appendix A: Some Airy Function Identities
In the asymptotic analysis we get two basic integral expressions which can be













3=3bZ2CcZ D Ai.b2 C c/e 23 b3bc:
















































































dx Ai.b2 C c C x/ebx;

































dx e.b2b1/ Ai.b21 C c1 C / Ai.b22 C c2 C /eb2x :


























and (A.1) we get (A.2).
(A.3): Let f .c/ WD l.h.s. of (A.3). Differentiating and using (A.1) we get





(A.4): Let f .c/ WD l.h.s. of (A.4). Differentiating twice and applying (A.1), we
obtain f 00.c/ D Ai.b2 C c/e2b3=3bc . The boundary conditions are
lim
c!1 f
0.c/ D 0 D lim
c!1 f
00.c/:
Integrating twice and shifting the integration bounds to 0, we get (A.4).
(A.5): This can be derived by (A.3) by the change of variable W WD Z.
(A.6): This identity can be found by first using (A.8) to decouple the two com-
plex integrals. For the integral over W one uses (A.1), while for the integral over Z
one uses (A.3).









 .d2  d1/
2
4.b1  b2/
 .b1  b2/d1 C d2
2





Then we set d1 D b21 C c1 and d2 D b22 C c2. 
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Appendix B: Invertibility of   Ps yKAiPs
LEMMA B.1 For any fixed real numbers s1; : : : ; sm,
(B.1) .  Ps yKAiPs/1
exists.
PROOF: First of all, notice that
(B.2) det.  Ps yKAiPs/ D P
 m\
kD1
fA.k/  2k  skg

:









.A./  2/  S D FGOE.S/ > 0:
The equality with the GOE Tracy-Widom distribution, FGOE, is proven in corol-
lary 1.3 of [20], while the strict inequality follows from the monotonicity of the
distribution function and the large-S asymptotics (see, e.g., [2]).
Moreover, as shown in Section 2.2 of [20], Ps yKAiPs is trace-class (the shift by
2
k
is irrelevant for that property, since it holds for any sk). The proof ends by ap-
plying a known result on the Fredholm determinant; see, e.g., theorem XIII.105(b)
in [29]: Let A be a trace-class operator; then
(B.4) det.C A/ ¤ 0 ” C A is invertible:

Appendix C: Trace-Class Properties of the Kernel
In this section, we discuss the basic properties of the operators xK and K in
Section 2.
PROPOSITION C.1
(i) The operators Pu xKPu and PuKPu are bounded in L2.f1; : : : ; mg  R/.
(ii) Let a; b 2 .0; 1
2
/. Fix constants ˛1; : : : ; ˛m such that
(C.1)  1
2




Then Pu xKconjPu defined in (2.21) is a trace-class operator on
L2.f1; : : : ; mg  R/:
On the other hand, PuK
conjPu defined in (2.18) is trace-class in the same
space if the constants satisfy the more restricted condition
(C.2)  a < ˛1 <    < ˛m < b:
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PROOF: We only prove (ii). The proof of (i) follows easily by modifying the
analysis for part (ii).
We start with Pu xKconjPu. Since the set of trace-class operators is a linear space,
it is enough to prove that Pui Mi
xKi;j M 1j Puj is a trace-class operator in L2.R/
for each i; j . Since xKi;j D zKi;j  Vi;j (see (2.13)), we prove that each of the two
operators is trace-class.
It is easy to check that the operator zKi;j can be re-expressed as (see (4.56))
(C.3) Pui .x/e
˛i x zKi;j .x; y/e j̨ yPuj .y/ D
Z
R
d´ L.x; ´/R.´; y/
where
(C.4)





















estimate shows that there exists 0 < ı < minf˛1 C 12 ; 12  ˛mg so that
(C.5)
jL.x; ´/j  Ce. 12 ıC˛i /xe. 12 ı/´Œx;´0;
jR.´; y/j  Ce. 12 ı j̨ /xe. 12 ı/´Œ´;y0:
From this it follows immediately that L and R are Hilbert-Schmidt operators on
L2.R/. So the conjugated kernel of zKi;j is trace-class.
Now consider the operator Vi;j . Because Vi;j D 0 for i  j , assume that i > j .
In this case, we have
(C.6) t WD ti  tj  1:
From (2.14), by plugging in i and j and by changing the contour from iR to R,
we obtain























 i´/t 2 L
1.R/ \ L2.R/:
Hence
(C.9) Vi;j .x; y/ D Of .x  y/;
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the Fourier transform of f .
Note that f .´/ D g.´/h.´/ where
(C.10) g.´/ D 1
.1
2















is well-defined pointwise except at s D 0 (since it is conditionally convergent),
Og.s/ equals (C.11) almost everywhere. Furthermore, we can compute (C.11) ex-
plicitly and obtain
(C.12) Og.s/ D .s/
t1




(C.13) Oh.s/ D s
t1




(C.14) . Og  Oh/L.s/ D g.s/h.g/ D f .s/:
Hence
(C.15) Vi;j .x; y/ D Of .x  y/ D . Og  Oh/.x  y/ DZ
R
Og.x  y  s/ Oh.s/ds D
Z
R
Og.x  s/ Oh.s  y/ds:
Here all the steps make sense since Og; Oh 2 L2.R/ \ L1.R/.
Note ˛i > j̨ for i > j , and 1 ˙ .˛i C j̨ / > 0. By using (C.15), we see that
(C.16) Pui MiVi;j M
1
j Puj D .Pui MiGN 1/.NHM 1j Puj /
where G and H are the operators with kernel
(C.17)
G.x; y/ D .y  x/
ti tj 1




H.x; y/ D .x  y/
ti tj 1




and N is the multiplication operator
(C.18) N.x/ D e 12 .˛i C j̨ /x :




















Changing the variable y by s WD y  x, the above equals
(C.20)
1
..ti  tj  1/Š/2
Z 1
ui
dx e.˛i  j̨ /x
Z 1
0
ds s2.ti tj 1/e.1˛i  j̨ /y ;
which is finite. Hence Pui MiGN










ˇe 12 .˛i C j̨ /x .x  y/ti tj 1.ti  tj  1/Š e
.xy/





..ti  tj  1/Š/2
Z 1
uj
dx e.˛i  j̨ /x
Z 1
0
ds s2.ti tj 1/e.1C˛i C j̨ /y
is finite, and hence NHM 1j Puj is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Therefore
MiPui Vi;j Puj M
1
j
is a trace-class operator.
Now we consider Kconj. From (2.16),
(C.22) Pui K
conj
i;j Puj D Pui K
conj
i;j Puj C .a C b/Pui Mifi ˝ gj M 1j Puj :
But by changing the contour in (2.12),








a  w :
Hence there is a constant C > 0 such that jfi.x/j  Ceax for some constant C
for x  ui . Therefore Mi .x/fi.x/ 2 L2..ui ; 1// if ˛i > a. Similarly,
gj .y/Mj .y/ 2 L2..uj ; 1// if j̨ < b. Being a product of two Hilbert-Schmidt
operators, Pui Mifi ˝ gj M 1j Puj is trace-class if (C.2) holds. This completes the
proof. 
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Appendix D: Gaussian Fluctuations
Consider the directed percolation model defined in (1.1), but focus away from
the characteristic line. We set
(D.1) x D 
1 C  N; y D
1
1 C  N:
Denote Q.a; b/ D G..a; b/; .x; y// the passage time from .a; b/ to .x; y/. Then
(D.2) G.x; y/ D maxfQ.0; 1/; Q.1; 0/g:
In Section 6 of [1] (see also [26]) a last passage percolation with one source only is
considered. Nevertheless, the arguments given therein can readily be used to prove
the following: if  > c D 2=.1  /2,
(D.3) lim
N !1
























.1  2/ :(D.4)
If  < c then there exists a constant c
0
2 (see [1]) such that
(D.5) lim
N !1
































P .Q.0; 1/  b1N C b2sN 1=2/ D ˆ.s/
and for  > c
(D.9) lim
N !1
P .Q.0; 1/  c01N C c02sN 2=3/ D FGUE.s/:
Consider now the case  > c . Since c
0
1 < c1 we have
(D.10) lim
N !1
P .Q.0; 1/  c1N C c2sN 1=2/ D 1:
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With the notation d WD c1N C c2sN 1=2 and (D.2) we obtain
(D.11)
P .Q.1; 0/  d/  P .G.x; y/  d/
D P .Q.0; 1/  d \ Q.1; 0/  d/
D P .Q.0; 1/  d/  P .Q.0; 1/  d \ Q.1; 0/ > d/
 P.Q.0; 1/  d/  1 C P .Q.1; 0/  d/:
We take the limit N ! 1 on both sides, and by (D.3) and (D.10) we get
(D.12) lim
N !1
P .G.x; y/  c1N C c2sN 1=2/ D ˆ.s/:
Similarly, for the case  < c , one shows in the same way that
(D.13) lim
N !1
P .G.x; y/  b1N C b2sN 1=2/ D ˆ.s/:
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